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our Cse students have undergone various summer internship on june-july 2023 
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 Vocational
guidance

In our Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, we had the privilege of hosting two

of our alumni Mr. Vinoth Kumar M and Ms.
Veena Rajagopal. They delivered insightful

speeches about their achievements and shared
valuable ideas for the career development of

our current students.

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/vocational_guidance/synonyms


Our alumnus, Mr. Muthukumaran
Singaravelu, conducted a career

awareness workshop for the
students of the CSE and ECE
departments. The workshop

focused on "Emerging Career
Opportunities in IT and Non-IT

Fields: How to Identify the Right
Path for You?"
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Mr.Vinoth Kumar , ALUMNI

 Department of CSE



Our alumnus, Mr. Vinoth Kumar M,
conducted a workshop on "Power
BI." He provided a comprehensive

explanation of the basic definitions,
demonstrated the process of signing
in and working with Microsoft Power
BI, and actively interacted with our

students by addressing their
doubts.



Mr. N. Vijayakrishnan, a
faculty member of our CSE

department , has been
recognized as the NPTEL

believer



Our alumni at
IIT Madras

our alumna Jasmine Banu J awarded with dual
degree -M.S., Ph.D (1998-2002)





ALUMNI TALK

Our Alumna Mrs. M. Ramya, a
Senior Data Analyst working

at National Horizon LLC in
Muscat, shared her valuable

insights regarding the current
job opportunities for freshers.
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Leaders who fight for
womens rights in india
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 GRACEFUL SPEECHES BY OUR CSE SCHOLARS!!!

WINNERS:
 N.DEEPTHI CSE III A

S.MEENALOCHANI CSE III A

R.GOWRI III CSE A





 
Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to

revolutionize healthcare in various ways,
improving patient outcomes, enhancing efficiency,

and facilitating medical research. Here are some
key applications of AI in healthcare:

Artificial Intelligence-Facilitated Healthcare

-Mrs. G. Kalaiselvi 
Asst. Professor 

Department of CSE



AI can analyze medical images such as X-rays, MRIs,
CT scans, and mammograms to aid in the early
detection and diagnosis of diseases. Computer vision
algorithms can help identify anomalies and assist
radiologists in interpreting results more accurately.
Medical Imaging and Diagnostics is one of the most
prominent areas where AI has made significant
advancements in healthcare. 

Medical Imaging and Diagnostics:

Image Analysis and Interpretation:
 



AI algorithms, particularly deep learning models,
excel at image analysis tasks. They can identify and
highlight specific structures, anomalies, and potential
diseases in medical images.
For example, AI can help detect early signs of cancer
in mammograms, identify brain abnormalities in MRI
scans, spot fractures in X-rays, and analyze retinal
images to detect eye diseases like diabetic
retinopathy.

AI can automate the process of medical image
analysis, reducing the workload on radiologists and
improving diagnostic speed. Automated tools can
quickly process and prioritize images, flagging
urgent cases for immediate attention while allowing
radiologists to focus on more complex cases

Automation and Workflow Enhancement:

Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD):



AI enables the integration of data from various
imaging modalities (e.g., CT, MRI, PET, etc.) and other
patient data, creating a comprehensive view of a
patient's condition. Multi-modal analysis helps
improve diagnostic accuracy by providing a more
comprehensive understanding of complex medical
conditions.

Data Fusion and Multi-Modal Analysis:

AI-driven Computer-Aided Diagnosis systems work
alongside radiologists, providing them with
additional information and insights during the
interpretation process.CAD systems can serve as a
"second opinion" by highlighting potential
abnormalities that might be overlooked, leading to
more accurate diagnoses.



AI models can benefit from transfer learning, where
they learn from large datasets from related tasks and
then fine-tune on a smaller medical imaging dataset.
Data augmentation techniques, such as rotation and
flipping, can help generate more diverse training data
leading to more robust AI models.

AI algorithms can accurately
segment and quantify specific
structures or regions of interest
in medical images. For example,
AI can measure tumor sizes,
assess the volume of organs, or
analyze blood flow patterns

Segmentation and Quantification:
 

AI models can provide measures of
uncertainty in their predictions,
which is critical in medical
diagnosis and decision-making.
Knowing the confidence level of an
AI model's prediction allows
healthcare professionals to
interpret the results more
effectively and make informed
decisions.

Transfer Learning and Data Augmentation:

Uncertainty Estimation:



Radiomics involves the
extraction of quantitative

features from medical
images, which can be used
for predictive analytics. AI

can analyze radiomic
features to predict patient

outcomes, treatment
response, and disease

progression.
 

Radiomics and Predictive Analytics:
 

Ensuring patient data privacy is
paramount in medical imaging AI

applications.
Federated learning and on-

device processing are techniques
that allow AI models to be

trained without directly
accessing patient data,

enhancing privacy and security. 
 

Data Privacy and Security:
 

AI can analyze patient data,
including genetics, medical

history, and lifestyle, to create
personalized treatment plans

for individual patients. Machine
learning algorithms can predict
a patient's response to specific

medications, helping to
optimize treatment outcomes.

Personalized Treatment Plans:
 



AI can accelerate the drug
discovery process by
analyzing vast amounts of
biomedical data to identify
potential drug candidates.
Machine learning can predict
drug-protein interactions,
leading to the development
of more effective and
targeted therapies.

Drug Discovery and Development:
 

AI-powered virtual health
assistants and chatbots can
provide immediate medical

advice, answer questions, and
guide patients to appropriate

care. These systems can
handle routine inquiries,
reducing the burden on
healthcare providers. 

 

Virtual Health Assistants:
 

AI-driven robotic systems can
assist surgeons during

complex procedures, offering
more precision and reducing

the risk of human errors.
 

Robot-Assisted Surgery:
 



AI can analyze patient data to
predict the risk of developing
certain diseases, enabling early
intervention and prevention
strategies. Machine learning
algorithms can identify patterns
that contribute to disease onset
and progression.

Disease Prediction and Prevention:
 

AI can streamline
administrative tasks
such as appointment
scheduling, billing, and
medical record
management, reducing
paperwork and
improving efficiency.

Administrative Efficiency:
 

AI-powered devices and
wearables can continuously
monitor patients' vital signs
and health parameters
remotely. The data collected
can be analyzed in real-time
to detect any concerning
trends or changes in a
patient's health status.

Remote Patient Monitoring: 
 



NLP algorithms can convert
unstructured clinical notes

and medical records into
structured data, making it

easier for healthcare
providers to access and

analyze patient information.
 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) for Clinical
Documentation:

AI can analyze vast datasets
from clinical trials and

research studies, identifying
patterns and correlations

that may lead to new
medical insights and

breakthroughs. 
 

Medical Research and Data Analysis:
 

Despite the tremendous potential of AI in healthcare,
there are challenges related to data privacy, ethical

considerations, and the need for validation and
regulation to ensure patient safety and trust in AI-

driven healthcare solutions. As the technology
continues to advance, it is crucial to strike a balance
between innovation and responsible implementation

in the healthcare domain.



This chatbot is for knowing the personal
information of the famous persons. It
creates curiosity about the famous persons
and change the person as a perfect one.
 Its main objective is to change the normal
person to a successful person.
Flask is used for designing the framework
and used many more packages like
tensorflow, Scikit etc..
 The languages used for creating
theChatbot are Python, HTML, CSS,
Javascript and Bootstrap5.

PERSONAL CHATBOT
-K.VIJAY, IV CSE B

INTRODUCTION:



This is the chatbot design of the website. The question
is put it on the message box and the answer for the
question is displayed on the chatbot.
The chatbot is designed using the Python and in
Python Flask module is used to create the design

DESIGNING PHASE:

CODING PHASE:



This is the coding phase and it is a part of a coding
entering in the jupyter notebook. 
The languages used for creating the Chatbot are
Python,
HTML, CSS, Javascript and Bootstrap5.

TENSORFLOW:
 Tensorflow is a free and open-source software library
for machine learning and artificial intelligence.
 It can be used across a range of tasks but has a
particular focus on training and inference of deep
neural networks.

PYTHON PACKAGES USED IN PROGRAM:

Flask is a web framework, it’s a Python module that
lets you developweb applications easily. 
It’s has a small and easy-to-extend core: it’s a
microframework that doesn’t include an ORM
(Object Relational Manager) or such features.

FLASK:

NUMPY:
NumPy is a Python library used for working with
arrays.
 It also has functions for working in domain of linear
algebra, fourier transform, and matrices. 
NumPy was created in 2005 by Travis Oliphant. It is an
open source project and you can use it freely. NumPy
stands for Numerical Python.



This is the front design of the chatbot and it is for knowing
about the chatbot. 
The chatbot informations are presented in the front end of
the web page. 
This is developed with the help of HTML, CSS and
JAVASCRIPT.

FRONT DESIGN:

REFERENCES:
All the source codes are available in the github and the
link are given below



        INTERESTING TECHNOLOGIES 
-S.KURALARASI  III CSE-'A'

FLOATING FARM :           
 

A floating farm typically refers to agricultural structures built on
water bodies, such as rivers, lakes, or oceans. These farms can
include various types of crops, aquaculture, or even livestock.
Floating farms are often designed to utilize available water
resources efficiently and can help address land scarcity or
environmental challenges.    

ELECTRONIC TATTOO :
 
 



An electronic tattoo, also known as an e-tattoo or electronic
skin, refers to a thin and flexible wearable device that adheres
to the skin’s surface. It typically contains sensors, actuators,
and other electronic components, allowing it to monitor
various physiological parameters, such as heart rate,
temperature, or muscle activity. E-tattoos have potential
applications in healthcare, fitness tracking, and human-
machine interfaces. They can provide continuous monitoring
without being intrusive and offer insights into a person’s
health and  activities.

3D PRINTING BONE :
 

3D printing technology has been used to create bone-like
structures and even custom implants for medical purposes.
Researchers and doctors have explored using biocompatible
materials that mimic the properties of bone, allowing for the
creation of patient-specific implants and scaffolds to aid in
bone regeneration and repair. This technology has the potential
to revolutionize personalized medicine and improve patient
outcomes.



Pavegen is a company that specializes in creating innovative
flooring technology. They develop a type of flooring that
generates electricity from human footfall. As people walk over
the Pavegen tiles, the pressure from their steps causes the
tiles to flex, generating small amounts of kinetic energy that
can be converted into electrical energy. This concept is often
used in high-footfall areas like urban spaces, shopping centers,
and transportation hubs to harness energy from pedestrian
movement.

PAVEGEN :
 

Firefighting with sound, also known as
“acoustic fire extinguishment,” is a
concept that involves using high-
intensity sound waves to control or
suppress flames. The idea is to disrupt the
flame’s combustion process by applying
specific frequencies that can disturb the
airflow or heat transfer within the fire. 

 
ACOUSTIC  FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT :

 





P.SANJAI
IV CSE B



S.Joel Levitus
III CSE-'A'

S.Meena Lochani
III CSE-'A'



VIGNASH
III CSE-'B'

T.Ashwin
III CSE-'A'



BY OUR CSE STUDENTS 



P.Dharun
III CSE-'A'

R.Dharaniga
III CSE-'A'

"Drawing is the root of everything."
– Vincent Van Gogh



 

Sri Vaishali
III CSE-'B'

R.Atchaya
III CSE-'A'

“Drawing is a frame of mind, a loving
embrace if you will.” – Susan Avishai

 





 
DHARUN.P   III CSE-"A"
HARSHAA.I  III CSE-"A"
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